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NATURAL WAY is a highly concentrated, all natural citrus based organic solvent blend designed for all heavy
duty degreasing and drain maintenance. NATURAL WAY
is the most powerful of our natural citrus based products.
The high concentrate level of this product allows the user
the flexibility to emulsify heavy grease buildup, or to dilute
with water for
general cleaning. NATURAL WAY
breaks down grease and grime buildup and will clean
drain lines, garbage disposal units and grease traps while
removing foul odors. Quickly removes grease, oil, tar,
adhesives, and more from most surfaces and is ideally
suited for most cleaning and degreasing applications. This
product has a pleasant citrus aroma that can also be used
as a space spray to help control many other odors. NATURAL WAY is 100%
biodegradable and contains no
petroleum based or chlorinated solvents.

Areas of Use:
*refineries
*cities and counties
*vehicle/equipment shop
*building maintenance
*apartment complexes
*janitorial services
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Directions: Shake well. DRAINS: Pour 3-4 ounces into each
drain and let stand, there is no need to rinse.
NATURAL
WAY is non-caustic. Safe on all types of plumbing systems.
GREASE TRAPS: Add 5 ounces daily for traps up to 2 cu.ft.
For larger traps use 5-10 ounces daily. DEODORIZING:
Spray source of odor or directly into air. HEAVY DUTY
DEGREASING, TAR, ASPHALT and ADHESIVE REMOVAL:
Spray or sponge onto surface to be cleaned.
Allow to work for 5-10 minutes. Rinse well.
GENERAL
CLEANING, FLOORS, WALLS, BATHROOMS, KITCHENS:
Dilute 2-4 ounces of THE NATURAL WAY in a gallon of
warm water. Apply generously with mop, sponge, or cloth.
Allow to work for
2-4 minutes before rinsing with clean
water. Adjust dilution ratios according to the task at hand. Not
recommended for resilient or synthetic floors.

Appearance and odor........................Orange liquid, Citrus scent
Specific Gravity..................................Concentrate - 0.858
VOC...................................................92.7% (concentrate only)
Fire Rating......................................... Combustible
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